HERE NOW...
Winter seems to be leading into Spring…eventually at least. More than likely, a most extraordinary Winter
experience for the majority of us…being with ourselves and/or family within the home space, greater
opportunities for quiet and self-reflection, or perhaps, much less. Children, snow shoveling (for some),
reading, cooking, etc., etc., and of course, food and libations! A multitude of layers in our human coping
expressions.
Taking a moment to inquire…
Where are we now in our individual and collective processes? It feels beyond any capacity to evaluate
and/or understand the past year’s global and personal occurrences. What are the next steps? Where are
we going? Are we hearing and feeling differently within that deeper grasp of no alibis, no excuses?
Consciousness of responsibility…deliberate choices, and the often trepidatious stumbling into the evolving
unknown of each and every choice. Such allowing is humbling, revealing and seemingly daunting. This
might be where Faith comes in, ”Faith is, in truth, the life current at and in our present individual and
racial state of expanding consciousness.”
Vitvan councils us as to the importance of contributing our respective force to the overall group field,
group soul, of which consciousness of responsibility is prerequisite. “As we come together to study, to
aspire to a higher level of orientation, we lift our forces up. In the form of wave and frequency, those
forces form a unified field which we label our group consciousness. Because it is consciously experienced,
we know in varying degrees (or even literally) when we are getting cut off from it or when we are getting
in contact with it. The main purpose of our effort to come together is making or renewing our contact
with that field. The effort on the part of each is to hold it from being eclipsed or destroyed by the intrusion
of other forces and frequencies.”
As we continue on, in our exceptionally unique ways, let us hold orientation to That Which I Am, and
May the Blessed Ones lead us (joyfully) from darkness into Light.
- In Love and Light

